Team Air

Flexible family of chairs for all environments
Task seating

Style and durability meet at a fantastic price. The Team Air 160 was the first chair to pass AFRDI 142 Rated Load 160kg Multi shift. This means it can be used by people up to 160kgs for greater than 8 hours a day. The large seat and multifunction mechanism of the 160 Heavy duty allows you to adjust the back and seat for optimum comfort. If you don't require a large seat then look at the Team Air Task, Team Air Meeting or Team Air Executive chairs, which all come with a standard seat.

10 Year Warranty*
10 year replace or repair on all chair components.
*Excludes fabric.

Independently tested by FURNTECH
Australasia’s only independent standard for weight ratings - Furntech AFRDI.

Upholstered & Assembled in NZ
This chair is proudly upholstered & assembled in Wellington, New Zealand.

Weight Rating
Chair Solutions recommends and warrants the Team Air 160 chair to be used by users up to 160kgs, and the Team Air task, Meeting and Executive to be used by users up to 120kgs.

Ekoosh Eco-foam
The Ekoosh foam used in the Team Air is made, in part, from recycled car tyres.

Anti-microbial / Anti-Bacterial Foam
All Ekoosh eco foams are resistant to any harmful microbes and bacteria.

Optional Features

- **Arms**
  - Height adjustable arms

- **Fully Upholstered**

- **Drafting Base**

- **Polished Alloy Base**

- **Castors**
  - Soft wheel friction caster
  - Sit lock/lock sit caster
  - Brake caster
  - Glides

- **Gas Lift**
  - Low gas lift
  - Intermediate gas lift
  - Tech height gas lift
TEAM AIR HEAVY DUTY
with large seat, 160kg Rated Load

- 10 year warranty.
- Independently tested by FURNTECH.
  — AFRDI-142 Rated Load-160kg (multi shift).
- Large 520x490 seat.
- 3 Lever adjustment.
  — Seat height Adjustment.
  — Back tilt adjustment.
  — Seat tilt adjustment.
- Adjustable lumbar.
- Ekoosh eco-foam.
- Your choice of fabric.

TEAM AIR TASK
Standard seat

- 10 year warranty.
- Certified rated weight load 120kg.
- 3 Lever adjustment.
  — Seat height Adjustment.
  — Back tilt adjustment.
  — Seat tilt adjustment.
- Adjustable lumbar.
- Ekoosh eco-foam.
- Your choice of fabric.

TEAM AIR MEETING
Standard seat

- 10 year warranty.
- Manufacturing rated weight load 120kg.
- Synchronised mechanism.
  — Seat height adjustment.
  — Lockable synchronised seat and back.
- Adjustable lumbar.
- Ekoosh eco-foam.
- Your choice of fabric.

TEAM AIR EXECUTIVE
Standard seat

- 10 year warranty.
- Manufacturing rated weight load 120kg.
- Synchronised mechanism.
  — Seat height adjustment.
  — Lockable synchronised seat and back.
  — Built in seat slide.
  — Lumbar - Adjustable Height.
- Resistance Control.
- Ekoosh eco-foam.
- Your choice of fabric.